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In mid-June, a high-level Mexican delegation headed by Rogelio Grandilomme head of the Latin
American economic relations section of the Mexican Foreign Ministry visited Rio de Janeiro
for a round of trade talks with Brazilian officials. Both sides agreed in principle to begin formal
negotiations over a bilateral free trade accord, although the opening of such talks will not start
until after the establishment of a common external tariff by the southern cone common market
"Mercosur" countries, which include Brazil, Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay. Mexico first
proposed a trade accord with Brazil last March, as part of a Mexican effort to forge an array of
bilateral and multilateral trade agreements with most other Latin American and Caribbean
countries (see Chronicle 03/25/93). In the southern cone, Mexico already has a free trade pact in
place with Chile, and negotiations are underway with Bolivia, Ecuador, Colombia, and Venezuela.
Brazil is also interested in trade pacts with third countries outside of Mercosur, and preliminary
negotiations have already begun with Chile and the five Andean Pact nations (see Chronicles
04/15/93 and 04/22/93). Brazil is particularly interested in an accord with Mexico to offset the effects
of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) among the US, Canada, and Mexico. Brazil
fears that once NAFTA takes effect, Brazilian exports to the US will drop as Mexican goods gain a
greater share of the US market. A bilateral accord with Mexico could substantially increase Brazilian
sales to the Mexican market, offsetting the loss of US buyers. Mexico is already one of Brazil's largest
trade partners in Latin America, with bilateral trade reaching US$1.441 billion in 1992. Moreover,
the trade balance is particularly favorable to Brazil, which exported about US$1.1 billion in goods
to Mexico last year, compared to only US$341 million in Mexican imports. During the Mexican
delegation's visit, negotiators from both sides focused on the general framework for a future trade
accord, which would include substantial tariff reductions and a larger quota for Mexican oil exports
to Brazil. They also discussed a future agreement to mutually promote and protect investments, as
well as policies to expand airline services between both countries. In addition, Mexico's Bancomext
(Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior) and NAFINSA (Nacional Financiera) signed two new
accords with Banco do Brasil to provide a US$40 million line of credit for Brazilian importers to
purchase Mexican goods, services, and needed inputs for the petroleum industry. "Mexico and
Brazil will, in the near future, initiate concrete negotiations to establish a free trade accord," said
Rogelio Grandilomme, who stressed that the talks with Brazil are an integral part of Mexico's
efforts to contribute to a hemisphere wide free trade zone. "We are working hard to push economic
integration forward. In a maximum ten year period, the entire American continent will constitute
just one market, given the creation of NAFTA in the north, Mercosur in the south, and the Andean
group and the Caribbean community in the middle." Still, the formal opening of talks with Brazil
will have to await the establishment of a common external tariff by the Mercosur nations, a point
still under discussion by the common market countries. The Mercosur accord which will take effect
in January 1995 commits its members to adjust all individual trade pacts with third countries so
that they do not interfere with the framework of the common market. (Sources: Inter Press Service,
06/09/93; Inter-American Trade Monitor, 06/18/93; Notimex, 06/10/93, 07/01/93)
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